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AKA: – Year: 2008 Director: Pascal Logger Starring: Mylène Jampanoï (Lucy), Morjana Alaoui (Anna), Xavier Dolan (Belfonand Family Member), Catherine Begin (Mademoiselle) Country: France Language: French (English subtitles) Running time: 01:35:11 Genres: Violence against Women, Violence against women, torture, horror,
gruesome splashing, women in prison, revenge - spoilers: young girl Lucy escapes torture in the 1970s and is placed under psychiatric care in an orphanage. She refuses to talk about the horrors she experienced or the perpetrators, despite the best efforts of the staff there. Over time, young girl Anna besids with her and a supportive and
touching figure. The two are inseparable and Anna is the only human Lucy who seems to be wholeheartedly insured.15 Years go by and Lucy enters a happy family eating breakfast on Sunday and guns down the field, including the two teenage children. Anna rushes to the scene and is unconvinced by Lucy's claims that the couple are
lying dead are the ones who tortured her as a child. Although Lucy believes she killed her torards, she is still haunted by a demonic creature inflicting vicious wounds on her body. As it turns out, the character is Lucy's resurging of the guilt she felt for not helping another prisoner in the torture chamber she escaped from. Anna has been
warned for years by her mother (with whom she barely has anything to do) to stay away from Lucy, and soon finds a horrific reason why she would have been better off without Lucie.Martyrs is a major psychological investigation into childhood abuse atrocities, torture and trauma. The tenderness of Lucy and Anna's relationship is
particularly well perceived when it comes to principle – whether human empathy and kindness are more important to your safety and well-being. We often watch movies with torture and physical violence. But the scenes of violence against Anna without the assistance of a big puppy are as brutal as they get. When she hits, you feel it in
your stomach. The cult of wealthy old men sadistically willing to sacrifice young women in their quest to understand what awaits them also leaves you disgusted, which is a credit to director Pascal Leger's narrative skills. In the early 1970s, little girl Lucy found on the French road, fermentation alone. She's been considered missing for the
past year, and the public wants to know what happened to her, but the kid's so shocked that nothing can be said. Police investigate and discover where Lucy has been included for the past year - turning out to be an abandoned slaughterhouse. A medical examination showed that the girl was not sexually assaulted, so abducting her was
not a paedophile, but a strong underweight Lucy, and her body O'Wasteno. Obviously, during the entire absence, Lucy didn't leave an abandoned slaughterhouse, but what happened to her in prison and how did she manage to escape to freedom? What happened to Girl, hiding an even worse secret. Some people put lives like that, that
everyone else can't even guess. Actors who played morjana Alaoui, Mylène Jampanoï, Catherine Begin, Robert Toupin, Patricia Tulasne.You watch a film Martyrs produced in France, Canada belongs. Galeywood House Hollywood Page 2 House Nallywood Galeywood Hollywood Page 3 House Nollywood Galeywood Hollywood Page 4
House Noellywood Gallywood Hollywood Page 5 House Nollywood Galeywood Hollywood House Page 4 Noellywood House Hollywood Page 4 Nollywood House Hollywood Page 5 Home Nollywood Ghallywood Hollywood Full Movie Download Filmyzilla 2020 altbalaji web series moviesflix 480p zee5 movierulz kooku hotstar 2019
filmywap Netflix Tamilmerokers isaimini moviesda kuttymovies tamilyogi tamilgun isaidub filmy4wap downloadagram openload movieymeet ullu filmywap mp4 hd 720p Hindi known as dual audio 300mb mp4moviez 1080p moviesba 7starhd sonyliv Google Drive episodes where watch 9x movies sdmoviespoint filmyhit hdmovieshub
filmygod jalshamoviez moviescounter bolly4u mkvking foum bluroviesay 12 3mkv watch online free with English subtitles 123 films skymovies hon3yhd rdxhd Hindi May worldfree4u 2018 pagals movies from drassroquers coolmoviez jio rockers extratoris khatrimaza world4ufree movieskiduniya jalsha movies reddit eng sub gomovies
pagalworld for direct link cataboy mobile katmoviehd. download movie hdpopcorn torrent bluray yify telugu brrip putlockers dailymotion khatrimazafull. A young woman's quest to get back at people who kidnapped and tortured her as a child leads her and a friend, who is also a victim of child abuse, on a terrifying journey into a hell of a
corruption. IMDb rated 7.1 69,684 TMDb votes and a rating of 7.3 1,382 votes and 7 wins &amp; 8 nominations. See more awards » Learn more editing fifteen years after a horrific experience of kidnapping and prolonged torture, Lucy embarks on a bloody quest for revenge against her detractors. Along with her childhood friend Anna, who
has also suffered abuse, she descends quickly, hopelessly, into her madness and hallucinations. Anna, who was left alone, begins to relive what Lucy did when she was just 12. Written by kwedgwood@hotmail.com | Plot Summary Badge: They haven't finished being alive. Certification: K-18 | See all certificates » Parents' Guide: Watch
the Content Guide » Editing when the mother is kicked into the pit, body wiggling to prepare for the impact of the mother who falls on it. See more » Mademoiselle: Martyrs are extraordinary people. They survive pain, they survive total deprivation. They bear all the sins of the earth. They're turning themselves in. They outdo themselves...
They've been altered. See more » Your Witness by Sepukku Paradigm See more » User Reviews Edit release date: 26 December 2008 (Finland) See more » Also known Marttyyrit See more » Budget Editing:EUR3,390,000 (Estimated) Cumulative Global Gross: $1,149,138 See more on IMDbPro » Eskwad, Wild Bunch, TCB Movie See
more » Running time: 99 minutes Aspect ratio: 1.85 : 1 See full technical specifications » Martyrs (in Hollywood movies) Martyrs (2016) - Download movie for best quality mobile 3gp and mp4 format. Also stream martyrs on your mobile, tablets and ipads Download files (click on the format to get the file list)3gp480p and 720pShow ad
preferences saved in Poppunders Advt pop-ups opens on a new tab. You're going to have to shut it down before you go any further. Advt opens in the background (no closure required) and the website opens on a new tab. (2x faster experience) you can use the back button of your phone to go to the previous page you need to use the
blue back button at the bottom to go to the previous page please note that Popander currently works properly only chrome and opera you can change or reset your preferences at any time hide subtitles top IMDb reviews (caution: may contain the polyists)do not agree with other viewers at all.. Best movie I've seen in a long time. Okay, so
I'm a movie fanatic and I've seen almost every scary movie and almost every other genre as well. I thought it was the original when I watched it and I've been trying to see it for years, however couldn't find it. Let me tell someone who didn't see the first one and that's why most critics said they hated it but this movie was so good!!! I'll
recommend it to everyone. It was a bit hard to watch as it was really intense and just crazy. This movie has a totally unique plot line and a great game. It certainly must see if &lt;more&gt;you like the horror genre. In the end, when it all came together, I just sat there for a minute thinking it was such a good movie. If you like things that are
out of the box and just a thrill to see it is this. I'm still trying to find the old one so I can watch it however I'm afraid it's going to be a way to go wrong for me as it even almost shuts down and I'm not sensitive at all.. But it has to see! &lt;less&gt;Better than the original French film (by Armiérrez) I first watched this film and really enjoyed it. Not
only did the actors do a great job, but so did the music and the last 10 minutes of the film. Everything just floats perfectly! I've read a lot of reviews of this movie and I think most people just give it one star because it's a remake. But I don't believe that's fair. People shouldn't rate a movie on that basis, but it should be made simply based on
the quality of that movie. I don't think that's fair. This movie is one of the best movies I've ever seen. The ending was very emotional and the original I watched later &lt;more&gt;didn't even come close. The level of torture originally was way over the top! This remake doesn't have that much torture but the acting and music are so good that it
hurts even more, there's just no need to answer like hell,&lt;/more&gt; &lt;/less&gt; &lt;/more&gt;The eyes say enough. An idea for creators, a great job !!! One of the rare fans of the original who loved this &lt;less&gt;. I know most of them end up being garbage. But there are the few who end up being decent horror movies in their own
right. yes, I'm a fan of the original French movie Martyrs from 2008. I mean, I really liked the intense raw horror of the original involvement. But like most of them said, it wasn't just about terrorism. It had a profound meaning. Which is why it's become one of the horror cult's greatest classics in 20 years. So when I heard they were doing an
American remake, I was really excited. The producers promised to maintain the strength of the &lt;more&gt;source. This announcement was in 2010. So you can imagine I've been waiting almost 6 years for this. Now the movie's finally here. I admit the trailer for the movie that was released online made it look very mediocre. And I knew
that most other fans of the original would continually get dirty about the film regardless of its true value. It's hard not to compare it to the original. Critics' criticisms seem improbable, too. I guess I'm a rare fan of the original who really liked it. &lt;less&gt;Thank God I didn't listen to the first few reviews (by pensacola computer)When this
movie came out I came here and saw it had a score of 3.6, so I went to the User Reviews section and saw the first reviews so I said PASS. Weeks later I was bored so I thought I'd give it a shot. I'm so glad I did. I expected this movie to be a big piece of shit, but boy, was I surprised! Now that I've watched it, I've come back here and seen
that if you scroll down the reviews page, at least there are some other people who thought this movie was excellent as well. It was the best horror film I've seen in a long time, blowing up everything &lt;more&gt;that I've seen in theaters over the past year. Why doesn't this movie get more attention and make a lot of money? I must warn
you, this film is not for the faint of heart. It's very awful for fans of horror/thriller movies. So if you like this genre, do yourself a favor and watch this movie and let you be the judge of what the ranking should be! &lt;less&gt;Martyrs... With a heart (by cjc-31590)Like most people, the word remake makes me roll my eyes. Especially great
movie remakes. Then you get some drama in the studio, low budget, and the movie ends up landing in the hands of some unknown directors and unknown actors, how can anyone get excited? First word on the source. No other film has affected me in my adult life like martyrs. It's an amazing movie. Best in horror, and also among the
best films, period. Perhaps this then makes my criticism and reviews of others entirely &lt;more&gt;&lt;/more&gt; unfair, while reviews on &lt;/less&gt; &lt;/more&gt; &lt;/less&gt; &lt;/more&gt; &lt;/less&gt; by those who haven't seen the original could be moreOf course I approached this remake skeptically. Think of all the worthy innovations
of Poltergeist's shrinkage, a nightmare on Elm Street, countless remakes/reboots of Texas Massacre Saws, movies with great studio backing and relatively good budgets. They are all effective but ineffective and do not come close to doing the original justice. Even the remake of the revered and dim evil dead fell in my eye. Out of the way
you can say martyrs aren't going to be an embarrassment. They take the original seriously and capture some of the intimacy that Lugier is so well versed in creating between audiences and characters. Anna's character, particularly young and old, is especially likeable since she is just a normal girl. Lucy is understandably distant. And not
enough effort was made to get us to identify with her. The revenge scene is well done. The monster that haunts Lucy isn't so much, she's more monstrous than human. Act two, once the girls are caught, of course, doesn't match the original. It's shortened and vaccinated. That makes us feel less sorry for Lucy, too. So instead we're quickly
taken to the last scheduler. It's asking some big aspects from the original but adding something new. There was no emotional bribery at source, it was purely intellectual, which made things rather bleak and hopeless. Here the intellectual aspect is maintained but more emotionally satisfying resolution is added. There was always the
possibility that an American remake of Martyrs would be meaner, colder, nastyer, perhaps even more explicit. However, this remake is the opposite. With both the color and the emotional tone that the filmmakers made warmer martyrs, the old ones from the relentless violence. As a result you have a movie that is nowhere terrible and
doesn't make much impact. Nevertha, this remake worked its own way. Consider it their advice to the source. If it's more people seeing a hamster's brilliant masterpiece in the Tour de Force, then she'll accomplish something. A rare fan of the original who really liked this &lt;less&gt;. I know most of them end up being garbage. But there
are the few who end up being decent horror movies in their own right. yes, I'm a fan of the original French movie Martyrs from 2008. I mean, I really liked the intense raw horror of the original. But like most of them said, it wasn't just about terrorism. It had a profound meaning. Which is why it's become one of the horror cult's greatest
classics in 20 years. So when I heard they were doing an American remake, I was really excited. The producers promised to maintain the strength of the &lt;more&gt;source. This announcement was in 2010. So you can imagine I've been waiting almost 6 years for this. Now the movie's finally here. I admit the trailer for the movie that was
released online made it look very mediocre. And I knew that most other fans of the original&lt;/more&gt; &lt;/less&gt;The film regardless of its true value. It's hard not to compare it to the original. Critics' criticisms seem improbable, too. I guess I'm a rare fan of the original who really liked it. *Basic plot* A girl escapes captivity from torture on
a daily basis. The police are returning to find the torture site abandoned. The girl is sent to an orphanage where she besids with another orphan girl and sees visions of a monster. Years later, as an adult, she locates her returnees and avenges, which defines a chain of even more terrifying events for her and her best friend. It's really just a
typical summary of the plot to lure you in. It's for the most part a copy of the original story. There are scenes to shoot. There are some changes that are American, but they're still a little intense compared to other horror remakes that look dumb down. I admit that during my first viewing I was disappointed with the handling of the ending. But
the movie still stays with me long after. I read all these negative reviews before I expected the holy grail of terrible remakes. I'm glad to find that most of these reviews are completely misguided. yes, it pales in comparison to the original. But it's not as bad as other fans said it was. They seem to hate it blindly. I read one negative review that
stated that the movie had country music, like it played a big part in the soundtrack, when in reality it was literally only 10 seconds of the music near the beginning. Others say the game is a typically terrible American bad game. Again, wrong. Of course it wasn't oscar-worthy acting. But it was all believable. Yes, the closing and sat scenes
vary greatly. They're still intense, but less effective. But still pretty good. I think the movie was still a pretty good horror movie. There were scenes of dreaded horror at first. The musical score is very epic and emotional for a horror film. The game's pretty good. Production value is really good for a low budget remake. There are some visual
images during the daytime scenes that are eye candy. The original message sent still exists, only not delivered nearly as much. But it's still there! The ending will disappoint fans of Origin's memorable finale, but in its context it works decently. So all these insanely negative reviews shouldn't be taken seriously until you see the film for
yourself and form your own positive or negative opinion. Believe it or not, even the original wasn't seen by everyone. So most of the early reviews of this remake are from resurrected fans of the original who set out to do just ruin this film. Of course, if you saw the source and loved it, it would be hard for you not to compare the two. At first I
compared them, but as soon as I looked at this movie as an independent horror urt pretending the original didn't exist, I found it a pretty good atrocity For now, I'd trust the opinion on this movie of someone who hasn't seen the original more than the angry fans. Because their brains are fresh. They won't be too nits. Some will appreciate,
but most will appreciate it because of its true value. Sure it's hardly the best horror movie ever made, but it's one of the best remikes. I want anything that if it's released all over theaters first, it gets a warmer response from critics. I'm saying if you haven't seen the original, you'll have a better time to see it on the eve of your horror movie. If
you don't see the original I strongly advise you to try your hardest not to compare the two and see it as if it really is a standalone film. I predict that time will pass it will find a small cult in its wake. Reviews will improve somewhat. Either way, turn up the volume, turn off the lights, and have fun. ** Fun fact ** The writer of the remake is the
same person who wrote the screenplay adapted for the award-winning film Revival. Believe it or &lt;less&gt;no. The only problem I had was seeing the source from 200. It was a brutal movie back then, the whole horror community was talking about it and let me say, people will talk about it again. Why there are so many haters going
around and why he has a low rating is a mystery to me. For this US remake it is also a brutal film with some chilling and chilling moments. It didn't shock me like the original did but still it's right in your face. For people not common with horror it can be &lt;more&gt;shocking. For the puppy seals I must say that the puppy as seen in the
French version is left out but still it can hurt some. This remake was top notch for me, just like the Bad Dead 2013 remake that wasn't made PG Smart. Finally not a remake of Hollywood propulsion, excellent. Puppy 2,5/5 Nude 0/5 Effects 3/5 Story 3/5 &lt;less&gt; &lt;less&gt;&lt;/less&gt; &lt;/less&gt; Comedy 0/5&lt;/more&gt; &lt;/less&gt;
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